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Recent studies have provided convincing evidence that
cellular forms of synaptic plasticity that are thought to
represent the building blocks of learning and memory
are also used during development to establish
organized sensory projections within the brain.
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Sensory information is mapped in an orderly way in the
brain, as revealed by the ‘topographic’ maps in the visual
system, where neighbouring points in the visual field are
represented by neighbouring cells in the brain regions that
process visual information. Representations of this kind
clearly depend on the development of highly organized
neuronal projections from the periphery to the brain.
Studies carried out with a variety of model systems have
suggested a model in which organized projections develop
as a result of coordinated changes in synaptic strength and
neuronal morphology. The idea is that synapses that are
coordinately active are strengthened and physically stabi-
lized at the expense of weaker or asynchronous inputs; the
latter are progressively weakened, and their presynaptic
and postsynaptic structures are eventually retracted. 
Zhang et al. [1] have now reported direct evidence that
the timing of afferent activity controls synaptic plasticity
in a developing sensory projection. They exploited the
developing retinotectal system of Xenopus laevis to test
the effect of the relative timing with which convergent
inputs are costimulated on the change in synaptic
strength of the different inputs. With two stimulating
electrodes placed about 150 µm apart in the retina and a
recording electrode in the contralateral optic tectum (see
Figure 1), they applied different temporal patterns of
stimulation to the two sites in the retina, and recorded
the responses of tectal neurons to inputs to measure
synaptic strength. 
Zhang et al. [1] reported a number of important basic obser-
vations. They found that repetitive stimulation of a single
retinal site resulted in ‘homosynaptic’ potentiation — that
is, the tectal synapses formed by the stimulated retinal
cells are themselves potentiated — provided that the post-
synaptic tectal neuron fired action potentials in response to
the inputs during the period of stimulation. The coincident
stimulation of one strong and one weak input was found to
result in ‘heterosynaptic’ potentiation — that is, both the
strong and weak inputs were potentiated — again provided
the postsynaptic tectal neuron fires action potentials during
the stimulation period. 
When the two retinal sites were stimulated asynchro-
nously, however, different results were obtained. In this
case, Zhang et al. [1] found that the strength of the retino-
tectal synapses was either increased, decreased or
unchanged, depending on the initial strength of the input
and the precise timing of the stimulation. When a strong
— suprathreshold — input preceded a weak input, then
the synapse that received the strong input was strength-
ened, and the one that received the weak input weak-
ened. When both inputs were suprathreshold, the first
input was strengthened and the second input unchanged
in strength. When a weak input preceded a strong input,
the synapse receiving the weak input was unchanged, and
the one that received the strong input was strengthened.
Finally, when both inputs were weak, neither synapse
changed in strength.
How do these results fit with current ideas about activity-
dependent synaptic modifications and the refinement of
topographic maps? In one popular model, correlated
converging inputs are thought to cooperate in activating
postsynaptic voltage and ligand-dependent glutamate
receptors of the N-methyl D-aspartate (NMDA) subclass.
NMDA receptors have the unusual property of requiring
both membrane depolarization and ligand binding for
activation; if both conditions are satisfied, their channels
open allowing calcium influx into the postsynaptic cell.
According to the model, calcium-sensitive processes
downstream of the NMDA receptors, such as activation of
calcium–calmodulin kinase II (CaMKII), act in the postsy-
naptic cell to increase synaptic strength [2]. 
This sequence of events is though to play an important
role in long-term potentiation (LTP) in the hippocampus
[3]. LTP is a much-studied form of neuronal plasticity that
is thought to be the cellular basis of many forms of learning
and memory. Decreases in synaptic strength in the Xenopus
retinotectal projections — long-term depression (LTD) —
are also dependent on NMDA receptors and calcium [1],
indicating that the biochemical mechanisms underlying
LTD in the developing amphibian retinotectal system are
similar to those in mammalian hippocampal neurons [4].
What is the connection between changes in synaptic
strength and the establishment of an organized sensory
projection? In a topographic map, sensory cells that are
next to one another in the peripheral sensory array, in this
case retinal ganglion cells, project to neighboring sites
within the target area. Neighboring retinal ganglion cells
of the same response type have overlapping receptive
fields, and tend to respond to the same visual stimuli at
the same time. Neighboring retinal ganglion cells of the
same response type consequently have highly correlated
patterns of action potential activity [5]. 
Early in the development of the retinotectal projection,
retinal axons innervate a relatively large area of the target
tectal neuropil (Figure 2). As the animal grows, the size of
the target increases disproportionately compared to the
retinal ganglion cell axon arbors, so that each retinal gan-
glion cell axon innervates a progressively smaller propor-
tion of the target area. Importantly, this proportional
decrease in target area coverage is not caused by the
pruning of branches in the retinal axon arbor. Indeed the
retinal ganglion cell axons grow during this period [6,7],
though not to the same extent as does the brain as a
whole. 
A refined topographic projection emerges during these
developmental stages partly because of the decrease in rel-
ative coverage of the target area by each retinal ganglion
cell axon, and partly because axons from retinal ganglion
cells with neighbouring cell bodies in the retina, which
tend to be coactive, maintain their connectivity in the same
region of the target. The detection of correlated activity
patterns and selective maintenance of correlated inputs at
the expense of uncorrelated inputs have long been postu-
lated to be a means by which refined topographic sensory
projections are established and maintained [8,9]. 
At the heart of this model is a requirement for a cellular
mechanism for translating patterned afferent activity into
morphological changes in the afferent projection. Corre-
lated inputs must remain associated in the same target
region and uncorrelated inputs must be excluded from
that local region. Although activity-dependent changes in
synaptic strength are not a necessary correlate of the mor-
phological changes in this model, the original observations
that NMDA receptors — known for their critical role in
the production of LTP — are required to maintain retino-
topic projections [10] and for visual system plasticity [11]
suggested that this may be the case. Indeed, many now
think it ‘natural’ that changes in synaptic strength go hand
in hand with morphological changes associated with
refinement of sensory projections.
How can changes in synaptic strength lead to the organiza-
tion of an afferent projection within the target? During
retinotectal development, several concurrent events result
in the establishment of the organized projection. The
axons arbors grow branches that synapse with young target
neurons, which also elaborate their dendritic arbors. In the
optic tectum, as in the developing sensory cortex and hip-
pocampus, the initial glutamatergic synapses are mediated
principally by NMDA receptors, and their conductance is
therefore conditional on other sources of membrane depo-
larization in the neuron [2]. 
If these conditional, pure NMDA synapses are active
simultaneously with other depolarizing inputs, conditions
are met for conductance through the NMDA receptor
channel. As mentioned above, the resulting calcium influx
is thought, acting at least in part via CaMKII activation, to
trigger events which increase the strength of the coactive
inputs [2,12] and physically stabilize the axonal [13] and
dendritic [14] branches that form the coactive synaptic
connections. These observations provide strong support
for the idea that these multiple aspects of map formation
are coordinately regulated by neural activity. 
Studies carried out over a longer time frame have shown
that, in the absence of NMDA receptor activity, retinal
axons gradually shift their connections to topographically
incorrect sites within the optic tectum [10]. This probably
occurs because retinal axons are no longer physically stabi-
lized near inputs from neighboring retinal ganglion cells.
In the absence of such a stabilization mechanism, the
axons are free to establish connections with target neurons
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Figure 1
The experimental set-up used by Zhang et al. [1] to study synaptic
plasticity in the Xenopus retinotectal projection. (a) Two stimulating
electrodes (S1 and S2) were placed in the retina of a stage 40
Xenopus tadpole and recordings taken from optic tectal neurons. 
(b) How the stimulating electrodes were placed in the retina. The
green cells have highly correlated patterns of activity as a result of
local circuits in the retina. The red cells similarly show highly correlated
activity patterns. Axons from the red and green retinal ganglion cells
overlap within the tectal neuropil, and synapse on the same tectal
neurons (blue), where the recording electrode (R) is placed. Tectal
neurons have simple morphologies at this stage of development.
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independently of activity patterns. Over a period of
several weeks, branch additions and retractions in retinal
axons led to stochastic changes in the position of each
retinal axon so that, as a population, they are no longer
topographically organized. Time-lapse imaging of single
retinal ganglion cell axons has shown that, if NMDA
receptor activity is blocked, axon arbors display a tempo-
rary burst of new branch additions, but the arbors do not
increase their tangential extent [10,15]. This is an impor-
tant distinction between the effect of treatment with the
sodium-channel blocker tetrodotoxin, which causes
enlargement of retinal axon arbors, and NMDA receptor
blockers, which interfere with the mechanism of detecting
and stabilizing correlated inputs but do not increase
retinal axon arbor area. 
The major contribution of Zhang et al. [1] is the direct
demonstration that retinotectal synaptic strength is
indeed modulated by activity patterns in presynaptic and
postsynaptic neurons, and that the direction of change in
synaptic strength depends closely on the timing of activity
in the participating cells. Zhang et al. [1] found that inputs
preceding an action potential were strengthened, and
those following the action potential were weakened. The
action potential is generated as a result of either coinci-
dent, converging subthreshold inputs or a suprathreshold
input. These inputs arrive at the synapses on the den-
drites and generate an action potential within 2–10 mil-
liseconds, depending on the strength and precise relative
timing of the inputs. Any other excitatory input that
arrives at the cell in the 20 milliseconds preceding the
action potential is strengthened, but if a subthreshold
input follows the earlier inputs by even 20 milliseconds,
then that input is weakened.
The importance of action potential firing in tectal neurons
is that it serves as a cellular indicator of the level of concur-
rent activity in the neuron. Unlike mammalian neurons, the
current/voltage relation for NMDA receptors in tectal
neurons is relatively flat, so that little current passes
throught the channel at membrane potentials less than
about –20 mV [16,17]. The threshold for action potential
generation, and the potential at which significant current
passes through the NMDA receptor channel, are about the
same in these neurons [16,17]. The tectal neurons used by
Zhang et al. [1] were morphologically simple (Figure 1) and
electrotonically compact [2], so the presence of the action
potential is simply a report that the membrane is depolar-
ized sufficiently to permit conductance through the NMDA
receptor, and is not necessarily required for plasticity. 
Recent studies suggest that ‘back-propagation’ of an
action potential into distal dendrites is an additional way
of regulating synaptic plasticity in hippocampal and neo-
cortical neurons [18–20]. The resulting depolarization
can cooperate with local synaptically-mediated depolar-
ization to increase dendritic calcium levels [20] and
trigger changes in synaptic strength. In this way, a back-
propagating action potential can function as a ‘binding
signal’ between recent converging inputs [18] to ensure
future association of biologically relevant inputs. The
neurons in which action potential back-propagation has
been examined are morphologically complex; in these
mature neurons, the extent and magnitude of action
potential back-propagation can be regulated in a wide
variety of ways, such as by modulation of channel proper-
ties, inhibitory and modulatory inputs, and dendritic
branchpoints. But the features of mature neurons that are
known to influence back-propagation of the action
potential — electrotonic distance, morphological com-
plexity and hyperpolarizing inputs — are not present at
the early stage of retinotectal development studied by
Zhang et al. [1]. The synaptic plasticity that they
observed is thus more likely to be based simply on co-
activity rules and timing.
Figure 2
Development of a refined topographic projection in the Xenopus
retinotectal system. At early stages of map refinement (stages 39–41),
each retinal ganglion cell axon covers about 80% of the tectal neuropil.
As the animals grow, the size of the tectal neuropil increases faster
than the area of the axon arbor. By stage 50, the neuropil has
increased in length 4-fold, while axon arbors have increased their
length only 1.3-fold. This developmental change in the physical relation
between the inputs and the target area, and the ability of NMDA
receptors to detect and stabilize correlated retinal inputs, are the key
factors in the establishment and maintenance of the topographic map.
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One surprising aspect of the data reported by Zhang et al.
[1] is the relatively brief potentiation and depression
windows, compared to the prolonged time-course of
NMDA-receptor-mediated responses. NMDA receptor
currents are long lasting, with decay time constants of
100–200 milliseconds in tectal neurons [16,17] as in other
neurons. In view of the long-lasting currents mediated by
NMDA receptors, the 20 millisecond potentiation window
suggests that other cellular mechanisms operate to limit
the time over which converging inputs can become poten-
tiated. The time windows for potentiation and depression
might be shortened by action of the downstream calcium-
sensitive enzymes CaMKII and calcineurin [21]. CaMKII
is activated by high concentrations of calcium, leading to
increased synaptic efficacy. Calcineurin is also activated
by calcium entry through NMDA receptors, though within
a lower range of cytosolic calcium concentrations, and its
activity leads to decreased synaptic efficacy. This suggests
that NMDA receptor activity and intracellular calcium
concentrations may be highest within the 20 millisecond
potentiation window and fall after the action potential
during the depression window to a concentration at which
calcineurin is activated. 
Zhang et al. [1] performed their experiments in a semi-
intact preparation of stage 40–41 Xenopus tadpoles, by
stimulating cells in the retina and recording from postsy-
naptic neurons in the optic tectum. They used direct elec-
trical stimulation of retinal cells to elicit activity in retinal
ganglion cells presynaptic to the tectal neurons. Neural
circuits in the retina involve several types of lateral con-
nection, including electrical connections between gan-
glion cells of the same response type [5]. Direct electrical
stimulation of the retina therefore almost certainly acti-
vates several neighboring ganglion cells of the same
response type, which would fire within 0.5–1 millisecond
of one another. This means that the minimal functional
unit of stimulated neurons is in fact likely to be a number
of coactive retinal afferents. These neurons are likely to
be highly correlated under most conditions and so func-
tion, as far as synaptic plasticity and topographic map for-
mation is concerned, as a unit to ensure co-stabilization of
their synapses with common target neurons and to
promote loss of synaptic strength by other inputs derived
from other non-synchronous retinal ganglion cells. 
With the Zhang et al. [1] paper, it becomes that much
clearer that the mechanisms governing plasticity of con-
nections in the adult brain are also used by the developing
brain, and that the mechanisms thought to underlie learn-
ing and memory are also used during the formation of
organized projections between different brain regions.
Thus, we are finding, as predicted decades ago by Monod,
that the repertoire of biochemical events in the cell may
be limited, but that their combinations and juxtapositions
in space and time provide a huge spectrum of possibilities,
just as the 26 letters of the alphabet can be combined in
myriad ways to fill the Oxford English Dictionary.
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